In this paper recent results in the field of B meson decays to states containing charm are presented.
Introduction
The decay of B mesons to states containing charm and charmonium provides an excellent laboratory for the study of hadronic B decays. With more than 200 millions of B pairs presently collected, the BABARexperiment has integrated an unprecedented luminosity, allowing the test of B decay models in more channels and with greater precision than ever before, and the observation of B decays modes never seen in the past. In this paper we present some examples. In Section 2 new results from analyses of B decays to modes containing D mesons are presented. Section 3 is devoted to B decays to charmonium states. The BABARdetector is described in detail elsewhere [1] . Charge conjugation is implied throughout this note.
2 B decays to states containing D mesons 
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The decay modes involving combinations of the D sJ and a neutral or charged D * are first observations. The modes with D sJ and a neutral or charged D were also observed by Belle [4] and the results of the two experiments are in rather good agreement. The spin of the D sJ (2460) has been investigated using the D s γ decay. The distribution of the angle Θ h between the D sJ flight direction and the D s momentum in the D sJ reference frame has been studied. The distribution favours the J = 1 spin hypothesis over the J = 2 (Fig. 2) . Spin J=0 is ruled out by parity and angular momentum conservation. A similar conclusion has been reached by Belle [4] . Following the ADS method [6] it is possible to write:
Study of the decay B → DK
where
and δ is an overall strong phase difference. Based on this motivation, an analysis has been performed at BABARto study the decay of
The study is based on data collected in Run 1,2,3. In spite of the fact that the method is both theoretically and experimentally very clean, the strong overall suppression of the two amplitudes and the required level of background rejection still represents a challenge with the present statistics. In fig. 4 the fit to m ES distribution is shown for candidates respectively in the double-Cabibbo suppressed mode (plot a), in the D sidebands (plot b) in the Cabibbo favored decay (plot c). The excess of events in the suppressed mode N suppr = 1.1 ± 3.0 is compatible with zero while the number of candidates in the favored mode is N f av = 261 ± 22. This result only allows to set a limit for R DCS : R DCS < 0.026 at 90% CL. This limit, making no assumptions about γ or the overall strong phase difference δ translates into a limit for the ratio of the B decay amplitudes r B < 0.22 at 90% CL. This result is by itself relevant, because if r B is small, as this analysis suggests, the suppression of the b → u amplitude will reduce the sensitivity of the ADS method in the measurement of γ (see eq. 1).
3 B decays to states containing charmonium 3.1 Study of the process B → J/ψKππ and search for X(3872)
One of the most recent results from BABARin the field of B decays to states containing charmonium, is the study of the branching fraction of the process B → J/ψKππ. The analysis is even more important due to the observation of a state X(3872) → J/ψππ by Belle [7] and CDF [8] . In addition, this analysis addresses the search for the unconfirmed h c (3526) charmonium state [9] , and for an intrinsic charm component in the B meson, leading to an anomalously large (B − → J/ψD 0 π − ) decay rate [10] . The study is based on the data collected by BABARduring Run 1,2, and 3. As a first step, the energy substituted mass and ∆E distributions are reconstructed for J/ψKππ combinations (see fig. 5 ).
There is a very clean signal in the expected region, with a yield of N ev = 2540 ± 72 (upper plot), which allows to quote the branching fraction:
If the same distribution is plotted for J/ψππ candidates inside a mass window of 20M eV /c 2 around the expected mass of the X(3870) there is still an excess of events in the m ES distribution ( fig.  5 , lower plot), The indication that part of the process proceeds through the X(3870) state is clear from the study of the invariant mass distribution of the J/ψππ combinations (see fig. 6 ) while no hint of a h c signal is found. The product branching fractions is found to be: while limits are set for the h c production and the B − → J/ψD 0 π − decay rate:
Study of the process B → J/ψηK
An analysis has recently addressed this decay mode, not only because the branching fraction has never been measured by BABARbefore, but in particular to understand better the properties of the X(3872) state. Indeed, if the state X(3872) behaves like conventional charmonium, then we could expect a product branching fraction: The specific search for the decay to proceed through the X(3872) → J/ψη transition has been carried out. The J/ψη mass distribution has been studied for combinations inside the m ES , ∆E window for the B decay. No excess of events is observed in the region where a contribution coming from X(3872) should be expected to appear. This allows to set a limit for the product branching fraction: BR(B − → X(3872)K − ) × BR(X → J/ψη) < 7.7 × 10 −6 (90%C.L.)
which is anyway still compatible with the phenomenological expectations.
